The 12-tetrahedral robot is an addressable reconfigurable technology (ART)-based variable geometry truss mechanism with twenty-six extensible struts and nine nodes arranged in a tetrahedral mesh. The robot has the capability of reconfiguring shape and dimension for environment sensing requirements, which makes it suitable for space exploration and environmental perception. In this paper, we have derived a dynamics model and presented a decentralized adaptive controller for a 12-tetrahedral robot. First, the robot is divided into the node and the strut subsystems, and the kinetic and the potential energy are calculated for the two subsystems. Then, the dynamics model is achieved by applying the Lagrangian formalism on the total energy of the robot. Since the dynamics is too complicated for implementing model-based controllers, a two-layer controller is presented to control the robot, in which the planning layer determines gait and trajectory of the robot, and the executive layer adopts the decentralized adaptive control strategy and consists of twenty-six strut controllers. Each strut controller regulates the movement of the corresponding strut without information exchange with other struts. Co-simulations based on ADAMS and Matlab have been conducted to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed controller.
Introduction
For the purpose of exploring complex terrains on the Earth, Mars and the Moon, researchers have developed a great variety of mobile robots. Wheeled robots and legged robots are the most common autonomous mechanisms used for terrestrial exploration [1] . In general, wheeled mobile robots can traverse relatively flat terrain [2] , but they move over rough terrain with difficulty. Legged robots can walk autonomously on uneven and heterogeneous terrain, but they may be instable when moving fast [3] . Crawler robots can traverse irregular environment, while they are often cumbersome and have poor flexibility [4] . Spherical robots take symmetric structures which allow them to move omnidirectionally. They can traverse rough terrain but may be instable when passing sloped terrain [5] . Several approaches have been proposed to improve the robot's capability of traversing various terrains. One such approach is to combine legged, wheeled, crawler and other types of robots into a hybrid autonomous robot, e.g., a wheeled-legged robot [6] . Another approach is to develop modular robots which can change their configuration according to the task requirements, such as reconfigurable robots and metamorphic robots. Reconfigurable robots built from structural modules can reconfigure themselves to autonomously attain different configurations for different tasks and environments but they are constrained by the dimensions of the basic building blocks. Metamorphic robots, based on the metamorphic theory, can adapt their configurations and degrees of freedom to different functional requirements [7] .
The above mentioned mobile robots can overcome general obstacles but they walk on rough terrain or uneven ground, such as rough slopes, large gullies and narrow caves, with difficulty. The tetrahedral robot, which is an addressable reconfigurable technology (ART)-based variable geometry truss mechanism, consists of nodes and extensible struts arranged in a tetrahedral mesh. The robot can reconfigure the dimension and the shape, which makes it very suitable for exploration in irregular and complex environments in space.
Since 2004 three prototypes of the tetrahedral robot have been proposed and designed by NASA [8] . The first prototype was 1-tetrahedral robot consisting of four nodes and six struts with an extension ratio of about 2:1. The robot can move the centre of gravity and achieve a tumble through the coordination of all struts. The second generation was a 12-tetrahedral robot with twenty-six telescoping strut featured nested square tubes, within which pulleys were embedded. These pulleys were driven by an electric motor with a planetary gearhead and a worm gear. The robot is too cumbersome for the struts to support its motion. The third generation was also a 12-tetrahedral robot, whose struts were made of a new material and it had nested screws within the exoskeleton, which greatly reduced the weight of the robot. The struts can achieve a 5:1 extension ratio with the expectation of climbing a 40 degree slope.
Although several prototypes have been developed, the progress in modelling and control of the 12-tetrahedral robot, particularly in dynamic modelling, is slowing down. This is mainly because of the complex and highly nonlinear kinematics and dynamics associated with this class of robots. In [9] , the authors analysed the kinematics of different motion phases of a 1-tetrahedral robot and presented the rolling critical condition. In [10] , the authors proposed the direct and inverse kinematics for the 12-tetrahedral robot and presented a motion planning method for a robot based on the proposed kinematics. In [11] [12] [13] , the authors planned gaits for 4-, 6-, and 8-tetrahedral robots based on a simulating walker model. In [14] , the authors developed a gait planning method for a 12-tetrahedral robot, and proposed three kinds of gait planning procedures using simplified geometrical computation. In [15, 16] , the authors proposed a motion planning strategy and the toppling condition for a single robot based on its kinematics.
In this paper, we first derived a dynamical model using Lagrangian formalism for a 12-tetrahedral robot. The robot can be divided into a node and strut subsystems, and the kinetic and potential energy are calculated for the two individual subsystems. Then, the dynamics is achieved by applying the Lagrange approach to the total energy of the robot system. Since the dynamics of the robot is a complex, nonlinear, and multi-input-multi-output system, we present a controlling system consisting of a planning layer in which a main controller plans the gait and the trajectory of the robot, and an executive layer which adopts the decentralized adaptive strategy and consists of twenty-six strut controllers. The decentralized adaptive strut controller regulates the corresponding strut based on the commands of the main controller and the measurements of that strut without information exchange with other strut controllers. Lastly, simulations based on ADAMS and Matlab were conducted to verify the performance of the controller for the 12-tetrahedral robot. The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the model and the inverse kinematics model of the 12-tetrahedral robot. In this section we also derive the Jacobian matrix for the robot. In Section 3 we derive a dynamic model of the robot using Lagrangian formulism. Then, the decentralized adaptive strategy is adopted to implement the control system in the robot in Section 4. Simulations are conducted in Section 5. Finally, conclusion is given in Section 6.
Mechanism and kinematics of the 12-tetrahedral robot
The 12-tetrahedral robot is a redundant parallel manipulator with nine nodes and twenty-six struts. In this section, we provide a brief overview of the mechanisms, the kinematics and the Jacobian upon which the dynamic model of the robot is based. In the following sections, we first describe the mechanism of the robot, then present the inverse kinematics and finally derive the robot Jacobian.
Mechanism of the 12-tetrahedral robot
The 12-tetrahedral robot is initialized to be a cube, with one strut along each edge of the cube, one diagonal strut along each facet, and eight struts from the central node to other external nodes, as shown in Fig. 1 . Each strut is a nested-screw structure that has three segments, with two initial lengths of about 213 cm. The strut can contract or extend through appropriate actuation. The total length of the strut when fully extended is approximately 1,055 cm, which gives the strut a 5:1 extension ratio. All of the struts can collaborate to drive the robot rolling or walking. In this robot, the central node accommodates payloads, such as telemetry and communication modules, and the external nodes serve as landing points and accommodate sensors. 
with the length
where i and ( ) j i j  are the indices of i N and j N , respectively. Therefore, twenty-six explicit functions are needed to formulate the relations between the strut lengths and the node positions.
Jacobian calculation
The Jacobian reveals the relation between the strut velocities and the node velocities, and the relation between the forces on the nodes and the torque exerted by the struts. Let Q be the vector of all node poses,
, and L be the vector of all strut lengths,
Taking the time derivative of equations (2) and (3) 
In the above equation, 3 3 I  is a 3 3  identity matrix, and ( ) S s is the skew-symmetric matrix to the vector
X , Y and Z are the unit vectors in frame B . Therefore, the Jacobian
 matrix, which gives the relation between the extending or contracting velocities of the struts and the velocities of the nodes.
Dynamical modelling of the 12-tetrahedral robot
The dynamic model of the 12-tetrahedral robot with multiple nodes and struts is derived by using the Lagrange equation. First, the robot is divided into the node subsystem and the strut subsystem, and the kinetic and the potential energy is derived for the two individual subsystems. Lastly, the dynamic model is achieved by applying the Lagrangian formalism to the total energy equation of the robot. 
where ni m is the mass of i N , and   , , 
where XYZ E depends on the frame in which the orientation is represented. Substituting (10) into (9) 
Thus, the total kinetic energy of i N is represented as follows: 
where
Result 2: The potential energy of 9 nodes is represented as follows:
where g is gravitational acceleration.
Kinetic and potential energy of the struts
The strut takes a nested screw structure which consists of three segments and is driven by two DC motors anchored in the middle of the strut to make the screws on both sides synchronously extend or contract. Because of the symmetry of the strut, its centre of mass will always coincide with its geometric centre. To simplify the computation of the kinetic energy of the strut, each strut is considered as a moving mass point.
Given ij P and ji P , the position of the centre of mass of the strut ij L expressed in the reference frame can be given as follows:
The velocity of the centre of mass of the strut is then given by time derivation of equation (15)  
Therefore, the kinetic energy of ij L is given by
where ij m is the mass of strut ij L .
Result 3:
The kinetic energy of twenty-six struts is represented as 
Dynamic equation in the Cartesian space
The dynamic equation of the 12-tetrahedral robot is then described by the Lagrangian equation,
where ( ) M Q , ( , ) m V Q Q  , and ( ) G Q are the inertia matrix, the Coriolis and the centrifugal force, and gravity terms, respectively, c F represents the contact forces between the nodes and the ground, J is the inverse Jacobian of the robot, and 01 78
m V Q Q  , and ( ) G Q can be written in the summation of two matrices as follows:
, ,
From the expressions of the kinetic and the potential energy of the nodes and the struts the above matrices are obtained as follows: , , , ,
where diag{} denotes the diagonal matrix of a vector. (25) where the (k,j)th element of
can be calculated as follows: [19] , in the paper the derivation of strut V is neglected and assumed to be zero. (19) 0 8 
The external contact model of the robot
When the robot falls, certain external nodes will collide with the ground and their velocities change greatly in a short period of time. Hence, their accelerations are rapid and so are the contact forces [20, 21] . It is assumed that the positions of the contact nodes remain unchanged during collision. Therefore, the impact function, which considers the contact procedure as a linear spring-damper system, can be adopted to model the contact between the nodes and the ground. The contact force [22, 23] of ( 1, ,8) N and the ground is proportional to the displacement i δ and the velocity i  δ , and it will be zero when the node leaves the ground. Then, the total contact force on the nodes of the robot is obtained as 1 8
where 0 is a 1 3  vector. Substituting the above terms, the Jacobian and the contact force into (20) gives the dynamic equation of the motion of a 12-tetrahedron robot, which has the same form as that of a general parallel robot. M Q is not a diagonal matrix, there are inertial couplings between the nodes and between the struts. Furthermore, the dynamic parameters are difficult to be identified due to uncertainty or other factors, such as frictional forces. The development of high-performance model-based control algorithms for a 12-tetrahedral robot is a challenging problem. In addition, the centralized controller needs to process all sensing information and compute feedback or feedforward signals for each strut actuator, which significantly increases the computational burden for a robot with twenty-six driving struts. As the number of tetrahedrons increases, the number of struts will increase and the control system needs to be correspondingly redesigned [24] .
The control system of the 12-tetrahedral robot
As mentioned previously, the dynamic model of a 12-tetrahedral robot is too complex to be used in designing and implementing a controller in the robot. The main focus of this section is to develop a decentralized adaptive controller, where each strut is controlled independently of other struts. The control system of the 12-tetrahedral robot consists of a planning layer, in which a main controller performs planning tasks, and an executive layer of twenty-six strut controllers, each of which independently regulates the motion of the corresponding strut, as illustrated in Fig. 3 . The main controller determines the gait and the trajectory of the robot based on its current gait and task requirement and sends the planned trajectories to the strut controllers. The strut controller extracts information (e.g., the length and the velocity of the strut) from range sensors located on the strut and generates control signals to regulate the strut to follow the given trajectory.
The control structure of the 12-tetrahedral robot
The gait planning problem of the robot has been developed in [10] , where the motion of the robot is divided into several steps and only certain struts are regulated to achieve the motion in each step. In this paper, we only focus on the executive layer and detail the implementation of the strut controller.
The strut controller
The objective of the strut controller is to provide force ( ) F t applied to the struts in a sense that the displacement ( [25] is adopted to implement the strut controller, where the centrifugal and the Coriolis forces, the gravity of the struts, the coupling effects among the struts, and the unmodelled friction are regarded as disturbances on the struts. According to the decentralized control architecture, each strut controller can be viewed as an individual subsystem which independently regulates the length of the corresponding strut without information exchange with other subsystems.
Fig. 4 Structure of strut controller
The structure of the strut controller is depicted in Fig. 4 
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Then, the auxiliary term is computed as follows:
The feedback controller is given as follows:
where 0 
Simulation results
In order to test and verify the presented decentralized adaptive controller for the 12-tetrahedral robot, co-simulations of MATLAB and ADAMS are conducted.
Model setup of the robot
The model of the robot which ignores the motor, screws, etc., is built using the Pro/E software and then is imported into the ADAMS software. Therefore, the model is mainly made of nodes, struts and universal joints fixed on the nodes. The physical properties and other specifications of the model are summarized in Table 1 . In [10] , we presented a motion planning approach for a 12-tetrahedral robot, including gait planning and trajectory planning. During the movement of the 12-tetrahedral robot according to the given gait, only certain nodes and struts are involved in every phase of the gait. In this section, we only consider the control action of the first two phases of the gait planning, where only struts 06 l , 07 l , 16 l , 56 l , 68 l , and 78 l are regulated to move 6 N and 7 N . Therefore, only six controllers are needed to construct these struts. The block diagram of each strut controller is presented in Fig. 5 . In the strut controllers, the feedforward terms are omitted and the auxiliary and the feedback terms are retained to reduce the computation time while the system performance is guaranteed.
The parameters in the strut controller shown in Fig. 5 were adjusted to be
The gains in the adaptive law were initialized to be zero and the above parameters present better results achieved through many tests and optimizations, but are not optimal.
Simulation results and analysis
Because of the symmetry of the robot we only present the simulation results for struts 07 l , 56 l , and 68 l for the space limit and without the loss of generality. Figs. 6-8 show actual and desired length trajectories as well as tracking errors for struts 07 l , 56 l , and 68 l . It can be seen from these figures that the true trajectories can accurately track their corresponding reference trajectories. Although there are couplings between the struts, the adaptive controller can reduce the coupling effects by tuning the parameters. And the maximum tracking errors of all struts will be limited to -1mm to 1mm within 1-2s. Figs. 9-11 show actual and desired velocities as well as tracking errors for struts 07 l , 56 l , and 68 l . It can be seen from these figures that the true velocities can accurately track their corresponding reference velocities and that the tracking error will be within a limited range. 
Conclusion
In this paper, we have derived a dynamic model and presented a controller for the 12-tetrahedral robot. Since the robot is a complicated manipulator with multiple struts and multiple nodes, it is difficult to use the obtained dynamic equation in implementing a controller in the robot. Therefore, a controller which consists of a planning layer and an executive layer, is designed for controlling the robot. In the planning layer, the main controller generates gait and trajectory and transmits commands to the strut controllers. The executive layer is designed based on the decentralized adaptive control strategy and consists of twenty-six strut controllers, each of which regulates the movement of the corresponding strut only using the commands from the main controller and the measurements from the sensors on that strut. The simulations have been conducted using ADAMS and Matlab to verify the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed controller.
